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Kaijus King Joe is revealed to be one of the hidden users of the Dabugam, a
supercomputer of Superdreadness once belonged to SPACE. A highly advanced

artificial intelligence, the Dabugam came to life when four Kaijus combined together to
beat a team of humans. Superdreadness afterwards went on to shape the whole planet
around itself. However, it became aware that humans no longer need it to maintain the
balance of the universe and attempted to stop it from causing any further havoc. The
Dabugam was launched into space by a team of Z-Dabugam to find another habitable

planet. King Joe later travels with Superdreadness to Earth and alongside Windom
battles with Ultraman Jiger Re RINGS : Red King, and the continued use of Beliarok to

investigate a Kadabra incident. However, its reentry into the atmosphere causes a
collison with Oerba Dia Masta, which Superdreadness was completely unaware of. The

force of the impact caused it to crash into the ground but a void was formed and
merged with the ground. Soon King Joe was sucked in and carried towards the void

where he crashed into the moon and was sucked into the Earth. Windom attempts to
follow King Joe, but Superdreadness is worried about the damage it could do to Earth
and returns to space, leaving King Joe and Windom stranded on the moon where they

decided to battle each other. Ultra Sun and Moon King Joe was brought into action
when D.R.L.N. was hacked by an unknown source, being assembled in the

underground. Its first action was to imprison Asahi Minato inside its cockpit, which was
being filled with deadly Pedanium gas. Coming up with a plan to rescue Asahi, Saki
Mitsurugi entered the cockpit via jetpack while Ultraman Rosso distracted the robot
but he was unable to make a dent in it. After Isami Minato finished restoring D.R.L.N.

to normal, he joined the battle as Ultraman Blu when Saki managed to get herself and
Asahi out of the robot. Unfortunately, D.R.L.N. was unable to stop King Joe. The two

Ultramen then used the opposing elements of fire and water via their R/B Sluggers, the
difference in temperature causing King Joe's armor to crack. Ultraman Ruebe then had

a brief fight with King Joe, until D.R.L.N. used the Monster Restraint System to stun
King Joe. Ruebe then finished it off via the Ruebe Vortex Buster. From its remains, Saki

used her Gyro to create its R/B Crystal.
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Once the gunship is destroyed the
mercs will start fleeing, but they dont
all go in one direction so one of two

things will happen. The first scenario is
that they will all charge in one

direction and overwhelm your squad.
You will need to take advantage of this

by driving them down the tunnel,
ideally with your main class in pistol
mode, as both you and Kasumi can
now both heal you from anywhere.

The other scenario is that they will go
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one direction, which is usually to the
left, and the fracas will die down. If

you pull this off you will probably run
out of ammo for Kasumi and the half-

unconscious Shepard, so it is
important that you keep running to
your railgun, which you can find by

going to the leftmost edge of the level
and facing back towards the center of

the map. Hopefully you were at the
center during the gunship fight and

only went to the left in order to
respawn with your railgun, otherwise
you will need to go back to the center

to get it. With that you can take
advantage of the fact that your mechs
are now vulnerable and spam this with

thermal clips; this will start melting
through the suits of the mercs and kill
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them. The second and final phase of
this fight comes when their numbers

are down and the mechs are charging
at your team. If you can lure them into
the cover of the crates just to the left
of the center of the level, they will be

overwhelmingly out of cover, and easy
to take down, but keep these crates in

mind; you can always come out of
them for extra healing and cover

should you need it. With that, you are
back to where you started the fight.
Unfortunately, this is a guaranteed
opportunity for more enemies to

spawn, so its important you are back
where you can continue to defend
against the packs of enemy mechs

and small groups of mercs. From there
you must kill the mechs and trap the
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large forces of mercs on the ground.
Its an intense, but manageable, fight.
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